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AT THE CENTRE:

As usual, the Centre is alive with lots of clay business! Big Clay Day Out (BCDO) is just a little

over a month away (yes, seriously!) so be ready for the call from the Directors for ‘all hands

on deck'.   Watch for ASP Notices offering opportunities to participate and requesting

support. BCDO is ASP’s biggest public engagement and annual fundraiser. It is also when the

Centre literally shines;  showcasing the fun of clay, and  the creativity and skill of

ASP members. With the approach of BCDO and Christmas, the end of the academic year for

Diploma students, and Term 4 classes in full flight, the kilns will be put through their paces

over the coming weeks.

Carla, Bex and Olivia are busily putting new systems in place to help make things run more

smoothly for members and to arrest the thousands of dollars in lost income from unpaid

membership fees and firing accounts. It is a huge task, so please support them. Change can

be hard at first, but this will be worth it for ASP in the longer run.

Bronwyn's Library stocktake is winding up, and borrowing will resume from Monday 21st

October.  Nearly 300 books have gone AWOL, so if you see any errant books not where they

are supposed to be, please bring them home to the Library - no questions asked.

Glazing and Firing accounts
Due to THOUSANDS of dollars in unpaid accounts we are no longer

allowing students to write up Glazing and Firing accounts.

http://pdf.mailerlite.com/removessl_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f65346c366e31


Your options are now;

1. Pay for your firing immediately

2. Purchase credit on a “Firing Credit Card”

ASP will be trialing the new “Firing Credit” card pictured below

How the “Firing Credit Card” works…

Simply credit your card at the office with your desired amount

Use this credit to pay off firings as you go – your tutor of office staff will sign it

and they can be slotted into your class attendance list should you not want to

keep it in your wallet.

ASP CALENDAR EVENTS

MEGA MOUTHS



ASP Members Show, Pool Room
Gallery, Opening 6pm 30 October
2019

This exhibition ‘Mega Mouths’ developed

from conversations in our Wednesday night

pottery classes. Artist Sarah Yates has been

creating clay megaphones over the last

year, working towards a group show to be

held at Mangere Arts Centre in early 2020.

As an artist who aims to build inclusive

communities through her work, Sarah has

invited fellow potters to take the megaphone concept and create their own voice amplifier

for an exhibition at ASP. The intention of Mega Mouths is to empower others to raise their

voices, share their ideas, and be a bit playful! It is also a statement about the Wednesday

night class, which is predominantly made up of beginner potters, some of whom are

exhibiting work for the first time.

You will notice some works are more literal while others approach the idea of making a

megaphone with a sense of humour. The titles of each work hint at the thinking that

informed the outcomes. Most artworks will be for sale and some pieces you will also be able

to touch and try out - not a common opportunity in a pottery exhibition!

The show will run to the 6 October 2019.

GUY FAWKES - ASP PYROMANIACS UNLEASHED

Peter Lange fires up this
year's Members Event

There has been an annual tradition of

celebrating Guy Fawkes at ASP with the best

of the pyromaniacs presenting their latest

crazy, genius (?) kiln offering to the crowds.

Some of you will recall the car kiln, the ice

kiln, the wine bottle kiln... to name but a

few. The remnants of one year’s kiln is still

in the garden between the house and the bisque shed. To have a peep at that history, click

the button below. But even better,  come to this year’s offering. With Peter in charge, it

promises to be a doozy!!

See Ceramic Events Here and There below for details.



9th - 10th November

Creative, colourful sculpture
workshop

Snap up this rare "once in a

lifetime" opportunity to learn from a master

who uses clay to challenge the status quo

through unorthodox form and riots of glaze

colours! All costs are covered apart from

firing, these include an exciting mash

of painting and sculpture! 

GUY FAWKES AT ASP IN YEARS GONE BY

JIM COOPER at ASP

Book Now

AROUND AND ABOUT

CHUCK JOSEPH AND THE CLAYBENDERS 
by Margaret Bray

We were delighted when Chuck Joseph

agreed to be our guest exhibitor with the

Claybenders Group at Arthaus  this year.

Saturday 28 October was the opening night

of ‘Botanica’ and Chuck was kind enough to

speak at the Opening and explain a bit

http://asp50yearsold.blogspot.com/search/label/Guy%20Fawkes
https://www.eventspronto.co.nz/event777


behind his process and inspiration.

For Chuck Joseph, it has always been clay.

Chuck took us back to when he was a young

boy, holidaying at Takapuna. There at the

top of the beach, beneath the soft sand,

Chuck would dig down... and underneath

this soft layer was beautiful clay. Chuck

would dig up this ‘really nice’ clay and make

little figures out of it. These would be stuck

into the Pohutukawa trees and admired by

passers-by. At around 16 or 17, in one of

those summer holidays, he and his mates

were sitting around, bored at the beach – in

time, they found themselves digging a

whole lot of clay and making rough figures

out of it. As people walked past there were comments that ‘they were pretty good’, so Chuck

and his mates actually kept working on them, refining the figures to look as realistic as

possible.

Chuck ended up working with clay at

training college and going on to teach. Years

of experience underlined the fact that

children are natural artists (he readily

admits to stealing ‘heaps’ of ideas from

primary school kids over the years!) and

refers to Picasso saying, “it took me four

years to paint like Raphael, but a lifetime to

paint like a child.” Chuck notes that as

students age, and particularly at around 10 or 11 years old, peers start pushing on them,

and this natural artist becomes a little tighter, more unified and conservative. He noticed

and completely understood this also happening with his own children, both of whom

studied art and design at school, but went off to do whatever they were doing and not

following an artistic life.

Recently, Chuck’s son came to him with

something he wanted his dad to read. It was

a poem, the first creative thing he had done

for a long time. His work had asked he and

his colleagues to write something about

their area for a competition during Maori

language week, and Chuck’s son had won

first prize. Chuck could see the satisfaction

that his son had gained from writing this



poem and describes it as the same sort of satisfaction he sees on the faces of people who

work with clay.

Ultimately, years of working with clay have come down to Chuck’s particular way of making

and firing. Chuck uses Paperclay, creating sculptures that he loves to decorate. Vivid colour

and gold are painted and fired on the forms, figures and scenes that are inspired by all sorts

of things, including ‘Clay Dreams’.

One recurring dream involved Chuck

being  inside the kiln ,walking around

pushing things up that were going to tip

over, making sure that everything was firing

ok – he describes this as feeling a little like

hell, even though he was never actually on

fire... these dreams led to a whole series of

work about Dante’s inferno. It also led to

the realisation that ‘from clay, you really can

make anything you dreamed of.’ This was a

very liberating notion; work extending to

depicting a dream his father had after the

Second World War, stories of NZ history,

cartoons, characters, movies, and, cowboy

movies; these were visualised as ‘bird-

headed’ gunslingers acting out ‘The Good,

the Bad and the Ugly’... letting the birds

fight back.

The impetus for the works exhibited at Botanica are from a scene in the movie ‘Blue Velvet’

(1986) directed by one of Chucks favourite directors; David Lynch. At the beginning of this

mystery thriller, a man waters his lawn, the camera zooms in, past the man into the garden,

in and in and in, past the flowers, through the lush grass into the soil, deep to the bugs and

worms creeping and chomping in the darkness. Chuck thought over this concept that;

underneath the lushness of his sculpted flora and fauna, there is clay, and under the clay...

there is clay.’



Top left: Ann O'Sullivan; Middle right: Kim Roschester; 

Middle left: Joelle March; Bottom right: Siriporn Falcon-Grey; 

Bottom: Helen Dorrensteyn; Photos: Margaret Bray

THE ROAD TO WOOD-SODA FIRING
by Catherine Spence

Rahu Road Pottery is situated up from  a

little valley;  the turnoff is just before the

information centre in Karangahake Gorge.

It’s an area of great beauty and loaded

history; and there among the greenery is a

series of buildings:  a studio, a gallery, a

house and of course, a wood kiln. It is here

that Duncan Shearer and Charade Honey

live, work and teach.

I had not really been one for wood firing

until I had an opportunity to attend a

workshop lead by Duncan, who really must

be one of the masters of the fire, leader of

all stokers. He and Charade open their

workshop, home and kiln to six lucky people



twice a year to come and learn the wonders

that high temperatures, (cones 11-12),

wood ash and vaporised soda can have on

shaped pieces of clay.

Duncan is generous with his knowledge;

giving  clear instruction whilst exemplifying

explanations via anecdotal stories from his

years of wood firing experience. To share all

I learnt that weekend would require the

writing of a book; so all I can say is if you

love wood firing, go and learn from one of

the best, in a soul-filling setting with the

most delicious lunches and teas.

But you have to get in quick! Potters come

from all over the North Island to attend

Duncan’s firing workshops (there were two

from Otaki and another from New

Plymouth along with two of us ASP’ers) and

spaces are at a premium.

Duncan is in demand! As I type, he is down

country loading Janet Smith's wood  fired

kiln in Cambridge alongside some familiar

ASP’ers (Jason Luke and Margaret Bray) – a

kiln he helped design and build (see ASP

Newsletter June 2019). See the Ceramic

Events Here and There below - you are all invited to the cracking of this kiln firing!

Don’t try planning any sight-seeing;   there just isn’t any time – every minute is used up

discussing, glazing, loading and firing.



Top left: Duncan Shearer and the treasure trove out of the kiln

TWO CENTS AND ONCE AROUND THE WHEEL:
Handles - Part 2

by Suzy Dunser

Even though this column is going to talk about one specific kind of handle, really it is about a

much more general topic: how to look at details of form.

My focal point for this kind of observation will be the traditional pulled-on-the-pot handle.

First a quote from the ever-helpful Robin Hopper in Functional Pottery: “The quality of a good

handle of any scale is in its invitation to be held. A good pulled handle usually has a form

that tapers slightly from the top end to the middle and thickens again slightly at the bottom.

The tapering effect is found in both its thickness and its width”. You may also have heard

potters talk about the handle “springing” from the pot – so what does all this actually mean?

For the handle to taper from the top, the attachment point has to be wider and thicker than

you’d expect, and then as you pull the handle, you narrow the width and thickness. (Making

the handle thicker again at the bottom is an extra trick that needs repetition and practice –

to achieve this, you have to be able to estimate how long your handle is going to get as you

thin the middle part out.) But there is an additional secret to the springing thing. If you look

at the negative space inside the handle, you see that the handle rises up and forms a

rounded top to the negative space – but when you look at the top of the handle, the handle

itself is rising up as it gets thicker at the connection point, so that the outside of the handle

forms a continuous downward slope from the top.

Let’s compare this bisqued jug by Andrew van der Putten with this mug made by me in 2008

(which has somehow survived the ASP kitchen for 11 years).  



Andrew’s jug handle does all the right things: it’s wider at the top and tapers to the middle,

and it gets thinner at the curve and then thicker again towards the bottom. The inside of the

handle rises up, and the outside of the handle slopes down. On my mug, I’ve managed to do

the rise up/slope down thing, but other aspects are missing: the handle is uniformly thick,

and it also isn’t any wider at the attachment point than at the rest of the handle. Add to this

a couple of other things I haven’t mentioned to look at – the awkwardly square cross section

of my handle vs the oval shape of Andrew’s, and the indecision of my attachment style at the

bottom (is it defined? Is it blended?) – and the gut feeling that the jug was made by a much

more experienced and confident potter are given some concrete points to back it up. And

that’s just looking at the handle!

Next time I promise to pick a different aspect of design to focus on… in the meantime,

please send questions, comments, feedback – maybe we can get an actual discussion going?

Click on the button below for another good article with straight forward and interesting



advice.

Robert Briscoe - succesful pottery

TIPS AND TRICKS
by Catherine Spence

If you’ve seen Daniel Tai’s work in the Box Gallery, you will see he is one for clean lines and

not a big fan of glaze going where he did not intend it to be. I watched him glazing and asked

if I could share this this tip he picked up recently – here it is; balloon glazing for mugs and

beakers! It is not difficult but it does take practice to get it right. After glazing the inside of

the piece, blow up a balloon to fill the interior until the tension is such that you can safely

suspend the mug by the inflated balloon. Carefully lift the balloon to the glaze, dip the entire

piece. The balloon will prevent the glaze entering the interior of the mug. Lift the mug back

out, again from holding the 'neck' of  the balloon, and gently place the piece back on the

bench. Deflate the balloon once the glaze has dried. You’ll have a completely, evenly glazed

piece and no finger marks. Practice makes perfect. Images follow the process clockwise,

beginning top left.

Do you have a tip you could share? Send it in!

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/daily/ceramic-art-and-artists/ceramic-artists/artist-qa-what-does-it-take-to-be-a-successful-potter/?mqsc=EW4093202&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=CAN%20ListSM%20-%20CAN%20Weekly%20Excluding%20Western%20European%20Countries&utm_campaign=10_12_19_WIR


‘Voulkos: The Breakthrough Years’, by Glenn

Adamson and Elissa Auther.

An excellent monograph on Peter Voulkos

(1924-2002), Greek-American potter,

sculptor and painter (who I’m informed was

a guest of ASP at one time!), with a focus on

his early career. “I am not a conceptual

artist,” Voulkos once said. “I can’t just sit

there and think of an idea. Most of it comes

out of my hands.” Watch a short clip of

Voulkos at work in the 1950s by clicking on

the button below.

NEW IN THE LIBRARY
by Bronwyn Mason

Voulkos

THE GREATER AUCKLAND ART AWARDS

https://youtu.be/jQT1C4g79Rk


by Catherine Spence

This is a show run at the Corbans Estate Arts Centre, Shed 2 every year by the Waitakere

Central Community Arts Council. It began as a means of showcasing work from artists

steeped in their practice but who might not have previously  had the opportunity to

showcase their work. Ceramics has its own category (we can argue the need for separation

from the overall category of "art and sculpture" another day) and slowly each year more and

more ceramicists and potters are taking part. There were even a couple of ASP Members in

there.

Left: First place ceramics, Ted Kindleysides with "Moa and Mao Mao"

Top right: Pauline Martin. Bottom right: Tui Morse

CERAMICS EVENTS HERE AND THERE









ASP NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTORS
THE ASP NEWSLETTER EDITORS ARE CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR EXCITING NEW
CONTRIBUTORS TO JOIN THE TEAM. IF YOU THINK YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO
OFFER PLEASE LET US KNOW - EMAIL ANY ARTICLES YOU HAVE ABOUT THINGS

CERAMIC TO THE OFFICE

COPY FOR THE OCTOBER NEWSLETTER MUST BE IN BY 13 NOVEMBER 2019,
THANKS!!!

https://form.jotform.co/92239336423861


asp@ceramics.co.nz
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Auckland Studio Potters
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